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In the late 1940s, the minor group Milwaukee Brewers are foundering just as before and supervisor
Arthur Murphy is desperate. Mickey’a problem still not truly understood even today&#151; When he
sees seventeen-year outdated Mickey Tussler throwing apples into a barrel, he knows he has
found another pitching phenom.s powerful tale demonstrates with support and determination anyone
could be triumphant, even when the odds are stacked against him. But not everyone is therefore
hopeful.has alienated the boy from the globe, and he is berated by other players and enthusiasts.
Mickey faces immense trials in the severe and competitive globe of baseball while coping with the
challenges inherent to his disorder. An honest and knowledgeable publication about overcoming
adversity, and the foundation for the television film A Mile in His Shoes or boots, Mickey’s
autism&#151;
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The First Book in the Mickey Tussler Series is a Winner This is actually the first book about fictional
autistic pitcher, Mickey Tussler. I thought that the cover displaying a ball in a mitt illustrates the part
of the catcher in Mickey’s advancement into a fantastic pitcher. The rapport that Boxcar, the
Brewers’ catcher, develops with Mickey can be integral to the story of Mickey’s success. I browse
the sequel to the book, Sophomore Marketing campaign, before this one. This could have been an
excellent read . I liked the reserve and will definitely be reading the rest of the series! The Legend of
Mickey Tussler combines two extremely unique topics: baseball (who doesn't know Mickey Mantle?
I was amazed at several factors while reading The Legend of Mickey Tussler.I was most astonished
by Molly, Mickey’s Mother. I understood her and recognized with her because of what was
uncovered about Molly in The Legend of Mickey Tussler. Scanning this publication also caused me
to appreciate how much she grew in the sequel. The Legend of Mickey Tussler was truly an
inspiring and educational book. I was convinced that I’d discover some passages that were
noteworthy for their elegance as I did so in Sophomore Campaign. Recommend this tale to all ages
and would would read it once again! The message of “Don’t judge a book by its cover” is
insightfully conveyed throughout the story. I only found one typographical error, but many more
cases of lovely prose.Yet the one haunting passage that I documented in my book journal operates
counter to the philosophy of Sophomore Campaign that prejudice can be overcome. Both tone and
the quality are darker. So The Legend of Mickey Tussler is certainly a darker book than the sequel.
The writer Frank Nappi has written an incredible novel that everyone can relate to Not that good.
Determination vs. The chances A desperate manager of a minor little league baseball team of a
small town of Milwaukee in 1948, Arthur Murphy knows that the thing that can happen to get things
back again on the right track in his unsuccessful career is, perhaps, a miracle – and he does
encounter one when confronted with seventeen years old Mickey, who was skilfully throwing apples
into a bucket.. Even though latter was not really praised by critics, the publication had a great
influence. Book 1 of a great series! Mickey's becoming a member of the team affects fans, team-
mates, and rivals profoundly and in unexpected ways, revealing things which should have already
been under cover.. What can each of them do to create a difference in people's thoughts?A heart-
breaking if not shocking story of Mikey Tussler, has turned into a best-seller and a basis for a
television film, "A Mile in His Shoes" by William Dear.Alienated from the world and the people and
unable to understand them, Mickey suffers from autistic disorder, making everything very, very
complicated. Proper rhythm of the narrative and pleasant writing uncover Nappi's in-depth analysis
on psychology and folks, making the reserve a fantastic choice for everyone who is interested in
human character. I am rating this reserve 4 out of 5 stars. Billed as a baseball book for its colorful,
genuine baseball scenes but this is so much more. Understanding this book was about baseball I
actually was just a little unsure about any of it since We am not a huge fan of the sports genre
when it comes to books. Relatable to all or any! Mickey Tussler Review This book is a superb
original book that shows the views of a developing baseball star with Asperger’s syndrome who
was simply abused as a youngster and grew up with a secret talent of knowing how to pitch a
baseball really well. There is no coincidence in Frank Nappi's choice of a name for the
hero/underdog right here. I didn’t believe that I currently knew the complete plotline and everything
about the past of the character types.), and autism (any family with a kid with autism can verify the
daily struggle of parenting a kid with this affliction).Although this book is indeed much more - Mickey
is "us" - and the overall game of baseball is "life". Mickey Tussler is certainly a well-drawn personality
who, like his mentor and surrogate dad Coach Arthur Murphy, will draw you in and touch you
deeply. Whilst every folks has obstacles to overcome (whether physical or mental - there will be that
something that keeps us from being able to obtain something in life, unless we learn to go above it



and work with what we have). In addition, I believe that each folks possess a gift that can benefit
ourselves, as well as others. In Mickey's case, that was apparent, too, as he must have been a
gifted pitcher. As in baseball, life isn't always easy and/or fair - you earn some, you lose some. In
addition, there will be those mitigating factors that play a part in the results of our lives (or a casino
game). Both in Mickey's personal lifestyle and his existence on your golf ball field, he encountered
both bad and the good people in his world. Some were obviously more supportive than others (the
same is true for each folks).Frank Nappi's amazing gift to bring a story to life is obvious in his vivid,
attention to detail, from starting to end! "The Legend of Mickey Tussler" is a must-examine and I'm
looking forward to continuing reading the others of his group of the life span of Mickey Tussler - the
baseball diamond in the rough. Autism isn't fully understood still currently, but past due 40's were
not at all enough time of tolerance or support for anyone who was different.! I would recommend
this novel for anyone who is looking for a great story that basically inspires you to do anything. This
is a wonderful tale about overcoming a disability and moreover other's prejudice and intolerance.
Despite the fact that Mickey's disability is apparent, he represents most of us and our struggles as
human beings. Thanks a lot. Multiple plot lines run throughout leaving a lot of room and interest for
future books that this reader has put into her collection. I loved the book and can definitely be
reading the rest of the series!The author’s style was another reason to learn the first Mickey Tussler
book. This is essential read This novel is an excellent for kids in highschool. Nappi is a course take
action, and the editing can be a winner. Author Frank Nappi wisely still left some things for me
personally to discover in The Legend of Mickey Tussler that weren’t stated in the second book. A
amazing story! This novel has surprises around every corner with an unexpected ending. It is a
straightforward read, every brand-new chapter making you need to know more. The characters
were realistic and relatable, very well developed. This turned out to be a correct assumption. When
Murph introduces him to baseball his problems disapear and he becomes one of the best players in
the league The book The Legend of Mickey Tussler is a phenomal book in regards to a boy in the
1940’s with autism which hasnt been understood yet. This dilemma has put many problems in
Mickeys life such as him getting socially awkaward and making it hard for him to comprehend
emotions and people. When Murph introduces him to baseball his problems disapear and he
becomes one of the best players in the league. The plot is certainly amazing and it is a page turner,
this is definatly essential read. I concluded that Nappi continued writing about Mickey to provide us
more expect him, and all anyone who has been victimized by prejudice. I was interested more than
enough in the heroes to wish to know more about their backgrounds. The author got off track with
side tales and gave up the momentum of the story. It took him 400 phrases to state what he could
have said in 10 words. It appeared like he was prolonging the tale so he could show off his
vocabulary. The reserve describes the life span of a kid with asperger’s playing the overall game he
loves. Anyone can overcome any obstacle. Although Arthur and Mikey's mother do their best to
safeguard "wonder boy" from his abusive, greedy father on the one aspect, and jealous and cruel
rivals and teammates on each other, evil keeps on overtaking. When Arthur persuaded Mickey's
parents to indication him for the group as a new pincher, he didn't know how much existence in a
little town is going to change. An excellent read! But this book was a lot more than your average
sports novel. It displays the journey of a boy, Mickey, whose talent was discovered and, needless
to say, he confronted many obstacles on the way, which he overcame. Mickey can be a true
inspiration towards readers who have Asperger or a disability much like his. The novel demonstrates
an acceptance which is something that ought to be stressed, among many other things, in today's
world. Many people who have disabilities are undermined which novel proves the theory wrong. It
shows how you can overcome anything you set your brain to by using friends and family and



determination. What a waste of period. The novel shows the way you shouldn’t judge people
without knowing who they really are without understanding who there really are. This is a hidden
gem. By definition, the word tussle means: a vigorous struggle or scuffle, typically to be able to
obtain or achieve something. This novel is brilliant and assists portray the idea that anyone can do
anything. Understanding this book was about baseball We was a little . And that you shouldn’t
judge somebody if you don’t understand who they are. I would recommend this novel for anybody
that wants to read a good book.
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